Search 2.0

Merlin Integrated Search
Keyword and algorithmic search integrated seamlessly to make
search smarter, review easier and discovery more affordable.
AI-powered search for investigations, discovery and compliance.

A Better Way to Find Information
Merlin Integrated Search is a revolutionary new software platform for search, investigations and document
discovery. It’s the first ever Search 2.0 platform, offering keyword and algorithmic search in a single
integrated system.
The Merlin IS platform covers the heart of the search and review lifecycle—from processing and loading
through search, analytics, review and production. Delivered via secure public cloud, it offers speed,
scalability, utility pricing and the option to host your data securely anywhere in the world. Add to that the
most intuitive user interface on the market and, well, you get the idea.
Find what you need—quickly and easily—without having to master complex keyword search syntax.

Introducing Sherlock®
Sherlock is the world’s first AI-powered digital bloodhound and a key
part of our Search 2.0 platform. In milliseconds, Sherlock analyzes
the documents you’ve seen and then finds other relevant ones to
further your investigation. You have to see it to believe it.
Sherlock eliminates the need to craft complicated keyword searches.
Instead, it uses a smart algorithm to fetch relevant documents faster,
more easily, and at lower cost than traditional keyword search.
Just click “Thumbs Up” or “Thumbs Down” and Sherlock will do the
rest, quickly and effectively bringing you relevant documents.
Sherlock works like Pandora Internet Radio, only it finds great
documents rather than great music.
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Search 2.0

A Beautiful Search and Review Platform

Loaded with the Features Legal
Professionals Need
•

Quick setup, user management

•

File processing and auto upload

•

Keyword and algorithmic search

•

Doc review, tagging and foldering

•

TAR 2.0 and Continuous Learning

•

Productions and document exports

The first Search 2.0 software platform for search, investigation and review. Your team will love it!

Utility Pricing: Pay Only for What You Need
Our secure cloud-native architecture supports a range of pricing options to fit both your needs and your budget.
•

Fixed-fee pricing

•

Host anywhere in the world

•

Scalable on demand

•

Single tenant architecture for security

•

Spin matters up or down as needed

•

Reserve platform resources annually

•

Licensed by the week, month or longer

•

Customizable disaster recovery options

Decide how best to consume our software. That’s the magic of Utility Pricing.

Praise for Merlin IS and Sherlock®
“In a high stakes regulatory matter, we learned more about our
documents in a few days than in months with another vendor.
Merlin Integrated Search is excellent, saving time for counsel
and costs for clients. We can’t wait to do more with it!”

“Finding key evidence is critical in criminal investigations.
No other software programs can find the smoking gun faster
than Sherlock. You have to use it to fully understand just how
magical algorithmic search is. This dog can really hunt!”

Dara Tarkowski, Partner and Founder of Actuate Law.

Paul Rodrigues, Deborah Temkin, Trace Forensic Experts.
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